Abstract. We study the susceptible-infective-recovered (SIR) epidemic on a random graph chosen uniformly subject to having given vertex degrees. In this model infective vertices infect each of their susceptible neighbours, and recover, at a constant rate.
Introduction
The SIR process is a simple Markovian model for a disease spreading around a finite population in which each individual is either susceptible, infective or recovered. Individuals are represented by vertices in a graph G with edges corresponding to potentially infectious contacts. Infective vertices become recovered at rate ρ 0 and infect each neighbour at rate β > 0; those are the only possible transitions, i.e. recovered vertices never become infective.
The applicability, behaviour and tractability of the model depends heavily on how G is chosen. In classical formulations G is the complete graph (see [14] for a historical account) but gradually attention has shifted towards more realistic models where individuals may vary in how many contacts they have.
Particular interest has focused on the case that G itself is random. Several families of random graph have been considered, such as Erdős-Rényi G(n, p) graphs [32] , those with local household structure [5] and other forms of clustering [11] , see the recent survey [20] .
The present paper concerns SIR epidemics on random graphs with a given degree sequence. These random graphs are commonly used to model the internet, scientific collaboration networks and sexual contact networks [34; 33; 4] (and the references therein). Random graphs with given degree sequence are normally constructed via the configuration model, introduced by Bollobás, see [9] . In recent years, various properties of these graphs have been studied, such as the appearance and size of a giant component [30; 31; 25] , as well as the near-critical behaviour [28; 26] . Other quantities investigated include the size of the k-core [23; 24; 37] , diameter [18] , chromatic number [19] and matching number [7] .
There have been a number of studies of SIR epidemics on random graphs with a given degree sequence. A set of non-linear ordinary differential equations summarising the time evolution of the epidemic were obtained heuristically by Volz [38] . Another non-rigorous derivation of these equations is given in [29] .
Decreusefond et al. [16] study a measure-valued process describing the degrees of susceptible individuals and the number of edges between different types of vertices. They prove that, as the population size grows to infinity, the measure-valued process converges to a deterministic limit, from which the Volz equations may be derived as a corollary. The results in [16] are proven under the conditions that the fifth moment of the degree of a random vertex is uniformly bounded, and that, asymptotically, the proportion of vertices infective at time zero is positive.
Bohman and Picollelli [8] study the SIR process dynamics on the configuration model with bounded vertex degrees, starting from a single infective. They use a multitype branching process approximation for both the early and final stages of the epidemic. The middle phase of the epidemic, while there are at least a moderate number of infectives, is analysed using Wormald's differential equations method.
Barbour and Reinert [6] use multitype branching process approximations to prove results approximating the entire course of an SIR epidemic within a more general non-Markovian framework, allowing degree dependent infection and recovery time distributions. A result for graphs with a given degree sequence with bounded vertex degrees follows as a corollary.
See also [13] for the SIS epidemic process on a random graph with given degrees, which exhibits very different behaviour compared to the SIR epidemic studied here.
Our contribution. In this paper we analyse the SIR epidemic on graphs with a given degree sequence for an arbitrary number of initially infective vertices, assuming only basic regularity conditions and uniform boundedness of the second moment of the degree distribution. This contrasts with the earlier works mentioned above, which require either uniform boundedness of the fifth moment [16] , or uniformly bounded degrees [8; 6] . In our proof we study the configuration model epidemic under the weaker condition that the degree of a randomly chosen susceptible vertex is uniformly integrable. This is the best possible condition for a 'law of large numbers' result in the spirit of [38; 29; 16; 8] , since it amounts to convergence of the average number of susceptible contacts at the epidemic's epoch; see Remark 2.2. Our approach extends techniques of [23; 25] and leads to fairly simple proofs.
The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, we define the model and notation, and state our assumptions and results. In Section 3 we consider a time changed version of the epidemic, as a tool to be used in our proofs. In Section 4, we prove our results for multigraphs with a given degree sequence defined by the configuration model. In Section 5, we study more carefully the probability of a large outbreak and the size of a small outbreak, obtaining more detailed forms of statements in Theorem 2.8(i) and (ii)(c). In Section 6, we transfer the results from multigraphs to simple graphs with a given degree sequence. In Section 7 we discuss briefly what happens when the second moment of the degree of a random vertex is not uniformly bounded. Section 8 contains a few remarks on the random time shift used in our proof.
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Model, notation, assumptions and results
For n ∈ N and a sequence (d i ) n 1 of non-negative integers, let G = G(n, (d i ) n 1 ) be a simple graph (i.e. with no loops or double edges) on n vertices, chosen uniformly at random from among all graphs with degree sequence (d i ) n 1 . (We tacitly assume that there is some such graph, so n i=1 d i must be even, at least.) Given the graph G, the SIR epidemic evolves as a continuous-time Markov chain. At any time, each vertex is either susceptible, infected or recovered. Each infective vertex recovers at rate ρ 0 and also infects each susceptible neighbour at rate β > 0.
We assume that there are initially n S , n I , and n R susceptible, infective and recovered vertices, respectively. Further, we assume that, for each k 0, there are respectively n S,k , n I,k and n R,k of these vertices with degree k. Thus, n S + n I + n R = n and n S = ∞ k=0 n S,k , n I = ∞ k=0 n I,k , n R = ∞ k=0 n R,k . We write n k to denote the total number of vertices with degree k; thus, for each k, n k = n S,k + n I,k + n R,k . Note that all these parameters, as well as the sequence (d i ) n 1 , depend on the number n of vertices, although we omit explicit mention of this in the notation. For technical reasons, note that they do not have to be defined for all integers n; a subsequence is enough.
We consider asymptotics as n → ∞, and all unspecified limits below are as n → ∞. Throughout the paper we use the notation o p in a standard way. That is, for a sequence of random variables (Y (n) ) ∞ 1 and real numbers (a n )
Given a sequence of events (A n ), event A n is said to hold w.h.p. (with high probability) if the probability of A n converges to 1.
We assume the following regularity conditions for the degree sequence asymptotics.
(D1) The fractions of initially susceptible, infective and recovered vertices converge to some
Further, α S > 0. (D2) The degree of a randomly chosen susceptible vertex converges to a probability distri-
Further, this limiting distribution has a finite and positive mean
The average degree of a randomly chosen susceptible vertex converges to λ, i.e.
The average degree over all vertices converges to µ > 0, i.e. 5) and, in more detail, for some µ S , µ I , µ R ,
(D5) The maximum degree of the initially infective vertices is not too large:
Remark 2.1. Obviously, α S + α I + α R = 1 and
Thus, µ S = α S λ and (2.6) is redundant. The assumptions α S > 0 in (D1) and λ > 0 in (D2) mean that there are initially a significant number of susceptibles with non-zero degree. They are included to avoid trivialities, and, in particular, imply that n S 1 for large enough n.
Remark 2.2. Assumptions (D1)-(D3) together imply that
∞ k=0 kn S,k /n is uniformly summable, i.e. for any ε > 0 there exists K such that ∞ k=K+1 kn S,k /n < ε for n large enough. Conversely, (D1), (D2) and uniform summability of ∞ k=0 kn S,k /n imply (D3). Remark 2.3. In particular, the uniform summability in Remark 2.2 implies that max{k : n S,k > 0} = o(n). This and assumption (D5) imply, using (2.5),
Conversely, (2.9) implies (2.8). We do not need the corresponding condition for initially recovered vertices, but since these only play a passive role, it would be essentially no loss of generality to assume that the maximum degree of all vertices max
It will be convenient for us to work with multigraphs, that is to allow loops and multiple edges. More precisely, let G * (n, (d i ) n 1 ) be the random multigraph with given degree sequence (d i ) n 1 defined by the configuration model: we take a set of d i half-edges for each vertex i and combine half-edges into edges by a uniformly random matching (see e.g. [9] ). Conditioned on the multigraph being simple, we obtain G = G(n, (d i ) n 1 ), the uniformly distributed random graph with degree sequence (d i ) n 1 . The configuration model has been used in the study of epidemics in a number of earlier works, see, for example, [1; 4; 12; 16; 8] .
We prove our results for the SIR epidemic on G * , and, by conditioning on G * being simple, we deduce that these results also hold for the SIR epidemic on G . Our argument relies on the probability that G * is simple being bounded away from zero as n → ∞. By the main theorem of [21] this occurs provided the following condition holds.
(G1) The degree of a randomly chosen vertex has a bounded second moment, i.e.
Note also that (G1) implies (2.9) and thus (D5).
Remark 2.5. Although we use (G1) in order to draw conclusions for the simple graph G, we suspect that the results hold even without it. Bollobás and Riordan [10] have recently shown results for a related problem (the size of the giant component in G) from the multigraph case without using (G1); they show that even if the probability that the multigraph is simple is almost exponentially small, the error probabilities in their case are even smaller. We have not attempted doing anything similar here.
We study the SIR epidemic on the multigraph G * , revealing its edges dynamically while the epidemic spreads. To be precise, we call a half-edge free if it is not yet paired to another half-edge. We start with d i half-edges attached to vertex i and all half-edges free. We call a half-edge susceptible, infective or recovered according to the type of vertex it belongs to. Now, each free infective half-edge chooses a free half-edge at rate β, uniformly at random from among all the other free half-edges. Together the pair form an edge, and are removed from the pool of free half-edges. If the chosen half-edge belongs to a susceptible vertex then that vertex becomes infective. Infective vertices also recover at rate ρ.
We stop the above process when there are no free infective half-edges, at which point the epidemic stops spreading. Some infective vertices may remain but they will recover at i.i.d. exponential times without affecting any other vertex. In any case, they turn out to be irrelevant for our purposes. Some susceptible and recovered half-edges may also remain, and these are paired off uniformly at time ∞ to reveal the remaining edges in G * . This step is unimportant for the spread of the epidemic, but we perform it for the purpose of transferring our results to the simple graph G.
Clearly, if all the pairings are completed then the resulting graph is the multigraph G * . Moreover, the quantities of interest (numbers of susceptible, infective and recovered vertices at each time t) have the same distribution as if we were to reveal the multigraph G * first and run the SIR epidemic on G * afterwards.
For t 0, let S t , I t and R t denote the numbers of susceptible, infective and recovered vertices, respectively, at time t. Thus S t is decreasing and R t is increasing. Also S 0 = n S , I 0 = n I and R 0 = n R .
For the dynamics described above (with half-edges paired off dynamically, as needed), for t 0, let X S,t , X I,t and X R,t be the number of free susceptible, infective and recovered halfedges at time t, respectively. Thus X S,t is decreasing, X S,0 = ∞ k=0 kn S,k , X I,0 = ∞ k=0 kn I,k and X R,0 = ∞ k=0 kn R,k . The variables X S,t , X I,t and X R,t are convenient tools for the analysis of S t , I t and R t , but not 'observable' quantities. (They have no interpretation for the version of the SIR process on G * where the multigraph is constructed upfront.) For the uniformly random graph G with degree sequence (d i ) n 1 , the variables X S,t , X I,t and X R,t , for t 0, are defined as above conditioned on the final multigraph G * being a simple graph.
2.1.
Results. We will show that, upon suitable scaling, the processes S t , I t , R t , X S,t , X I,t , X R,t converge to deterministic functions. The limiting functions will be written in terms of a parameterisation θ t ∈ [0, 1] of time solving an ordinary differential equation given below. The function θ t can be interpreted as the limiting probability that a given initially susceptible half-edge has not been paired with a (necessarily infective) half-edge by time t. This means that the probability that a given degree k initially susceptible vertex is still susceptible at time t is asymptotically close to θ k t . With this in mind, we define the function v S by
so the limiting fraction of susceptible vertices is v S (θ t ) at time t. Similarly, for the number of susceptible half-edges we define
For the total number of free half-edges, we let
The intuition here is that two free half-edges disappear each time an edge is formed by pairing, so a random free half-edge is paired with intensity twice the intensity of a susceptible free half-edge, and so the probability that a given half-edge is still free at time t is asymptotically close to θ 2 t . For the numbers of half-edges of the remaining types, we define (with justification in the proof below), for θ ∈ [0, 1],
14)
Thus h X (θ) = h S (θ) + h I (θ) + h R (θ). The corresponding limit functions for infective and recovered vertices are more easily described by differential equations, which will be introduced in (2.20) and (2.25) . Note that
We also introduce the 'infective pressure' 
20) 22) and, consequently,
Hence, the number S ∞ := lim t→∞ S t of susceptibles that escape infection satisfies
The same result holds for the SIR epidemic on the multigraph G * , even without assumption (G1).
Decreusefond et al. [16] obtain a related result, assuming that the fifth moment of the degree of a random vertex is uniformly bounded as n → ∞. Remark 2.7. We can give examples in which S t /n, I t /n and R t /n fail to converge to deterministic limits when assumption (D5) does not hold. Generally, we believe (D5) is necessary for the convergence to deterministic limits in Theorem 2.6, but have not attempted to prove it.
Our second theorem concerns the case where there are initially a small number of infectives. Let
this quantity can be interpreted as the basic reproduction number of the epidemic. When R 0 > 1, then there is a positive probability that a large epidemic develops in the population.
In that event, once established, the evolution of the epidemic is approximately deterministic, as in Theorem 2.6. We shift the initial condition of the limiting differential equation, defined this time on (−∞, ∞), so that t = 0 corresponds to the time T 0 in the random process by which the fraction of susceptible individuals has fallen from about α S to some fixed smaller s 0 . By time T 0 , a positive fraction of the population has been infected, and from that point onwards the quantities of interest follow a law of large numbers. We extend the processes to be defined on (−∞, ∞) by taking S t = S 0 for t < 0, and similarly for the other processes.
Theorem 2.8. Let us consider the SIR epidemic on the uniform simple graph G with degree sequence (d i ) n 1 . Suppose that (D1)-(D6) and (G1) hold. Suppose also that α I = µ I = 0 but there is initially at least one infective vertex with non-zero degree.
(i) If R 0 1 then the number n S − S ∞ of susceptible vertices that ever get infected is
(a) There is a unique θ ∞ ∈ (0, 1) with h I (θ ∞ ) = 0. Further, h I is strictly positive on (θ ∞ , 1) and strictly negative on (0, θ ∞ ).
if the initial number of infective half-edges X I,0 → ∞, then P(T 0 < ∞) → 1. (d) LetÎ t be the unique solution to
25) 27) and, consequently,
Hence, conditional on T 0 < ∞, the number of susceptibles that escape infection satisfies
(f) Conversely, if T 0 = ∞, then w.h.p. the number of susceptibles that get infected satisfies S 0 − S ∞ = o(n), and similarly X I,t = o(n), X 0 − X t = o(n), and so on, uniformly in t 0. The same result holds for the SIR epidemic on the multigraph G * , even without assumption (G1), except that, in this case, it is possible to have θ t : R → (θ ∞ , 1] with θ t = 1 for t Â 0 , for someÂ 0 < 0.
The conclusion in (ii)(f) means that for every ε > 0, P(T 0 = ∞ and S 0 − S ∞ > εn) → 0, and so on. It is possible that P(T 0 = ∞) → 0, and then this statement is trivial; we do not prove any result conditional on T 0 = ∞ in this case. Nevertheless, the theorem shows a dichotomy when R 0 > 1: w.h.p. either T 0 = ∞ and the outbreak is small, with o(n) individuals infected; or T 0 < ∞ and the outbreak is large, with (α S − v S (θ ∞ ))n + o(n) infected (and a more detailed description of the evolution in (ii)(d)). We thus use T 0 < ∞ as a definition of a 'large outbreak'. (Formally this depends on the choice of s 0 , but the theorem shows that any two choices w.h.p. yield the same result.) Thus the probability P(T 0 < ∞) in (ii)(c) is the probability of a large outbreak. We give a formula for this probability in Theorem 5.3, using a branching process approximation to the early stage of the epidemic (or an equivalent approximation using a random walk), see further Sections 4.3.1 and 5. Note also that the condition R 0 1 in part (i) can be interpreted as subcriticality of this branching process approximation.
Furthermore, a small outbreak is really small. We will in Theorem 5.4 sharpen the result above by showing that for a small outbreak, only O p (1) susceptibles are infected, both in the subcritical case provided X I,0 = O(1) and in the supercritical case.
For bounded degree sequences and R 0 = 1, a result similar to Theorem 2.8 is proven in [8] by Bohman and Picollelli. The threshold in R 0 for a possible large outbreak and the final size of a large outbreak are derived heuristically in [2; 33; 38] . All the above papers assume that initially there are no recovered vertices. Our motivation for allowing the presence of initially recovered individuals is to be able to analyse simple vaccination strategies, see Section 2.2.
is defined analogously to p I in (2.18). Theorem 2.8 yields the same result for the time shifted process when µ I = 0 and R 0 > 1, conditional on a large outbreak. In order to use notation consistent with [38] we introduce
the probability generating function for the asymptotic degree distribution of initially susceptible vertices. Note that v S (θ) = α S g(θ) and h S (θ) = α S θg ′ (θ). Differentiating p I (θ t ) and p S (θ t ) yields, using (2.19) and (2.12)-(2.15), dp
These are the 'Volz equations' (Table 3 in [38] ) mentioned in the introduction. Volz [38] derived them heuristically, assuming that the number of edges from a newly infective vertex to susceptible, infective and recovered vertices has multinomial distribution with parameters p I , p S and 1 − p S − p I . Theorem 2.8 relates to the existence of a giant component in G as follows. The epidemic spreads only within connected components of G. Further, if there are no recoveries, then all vertices connected to an initially infective vertex eventually get infected. Indeed, when ρ = µ I = µ R = 0, the threshold R 0 > 1 is equivalent to 
∞ is the fraction of vertices in the giant component [31] (see also [25] ).
The connection to the giant component explains why (D6) is needed, at least when R 0 = 1. Suppose that (D6) does not hold, i.e. both ρ = µ R = 0 and p 1 = 0. If also µ I = 0 then R 0 = 1 is equivalent to ∞ k=0 k(k − 2)p k = 0, and so only p 0 and p 2 can be non-zero. At least three different types of behaviour of component sizes in G are possible in this case. We will demonstrate them with the following examples from [25, Remark 2.7] , see also Remark 4.1.
The first example is a random 2-regular graph, that is n 2 = n for all n. Let V 1 V 2 denote the ordered component sizes. Then V 1 /n converges weakly to a non-degenerate distribution on [0, 1], and the same holds for V 2 /n, V 3 /n, and so on ( [3] , Lemma 5.7). Let us suppose that there is initially a lone infective vertex. The number of vertices in the component it occupies (and hence eventually infects) is a size biased sample from (V 1 , V 2 , . . .), and, divided by n, also converges to a non-degenerate distribution on [0, 1].
For the second example, almost all vertices have degree 2, and we add several degree 1 vertices, i.e. n 1 → ∞, n 1 = o(n) and n 2 = n − n 1 . Then the largest component contains o p (n) vertices, and so only o p (n) susceptibles are infected if n I is bounded.
Finally, we may instead add several degree 4 vertices, i.e. n 4 → ∞, n 4 = o(n), and n 2 = n − n 4 . This leads to a giant component with n − o p (n) vertices. Since all but o p (n) of the degree 2 vertices thus belong to the giant component, it follows (by symmetry) that any given degree 2 vertex w.h.p. belongs to the giant component. Hence, if a single degree 2 vertex is initially infective, then all n − o p (n) susceptibles in the giant component succumb w.h.p.
2.2.
Vaccination. Let us suppose that we vaccinate some susceptible vertices before the epidemic process starts. The vaccine is assumed perfect, so that a vaccinated vertex never becomes infective. In particular, vaccinated vertices behave like recovered vertices in the SIR dynamics. Let us use this fact to analyse degree dependent vaccination strategies by applying Theorem 2.8 to a suitably modified degree sequence.
We assume that each initially susceptible vertex of degree k 0 is vaccinated with probability π k ∈ [0, 1), independently of all the others. Here are two examples of such strategies.
Uniform vaccination. We vaccinate every susceptible vertex with the same probability v ∈ [0, 1), independently of all the others. The total number V of vaccinations thus satisfies V /n S p −→ v, using the law of large numbers. Edgewise vaccination. We vaccinate the end point of each susceptible half edge with probability v ∈ [0, 1), independently of all the other half-edges. Thus the probability that a degree k susceptible is vaccinated is π k := 1 − (1 − v) k , and, under our assumptions, the total number V of vaccinations satisfies
These strategies are considered in [12] , where their efficacy in a related epidemic model (equivalent to constant recovery times) is compared, along with two other strategies (uniform acquaintance vaccination strategy and another edgewise strategy, neither of which can be studied with the present argument).
As noted above, vaccinating a vertex amounts to changing its type from susceptible to recovered. Let us calculate the (random) number of vertices of each type post-vaccination, and show that assumptions (D1)-(D6) hold for the modified degree sequence.
We add a tilde to our notation for the post-vaccinated epidemic. Thusñ S,k denotes the number of degree k 0 initially susceptible vertices that remain unvaccinated. We havẽ n S,k ∼ Binomial(n S,k , 1 − π k ), and, by the law of large numbers,
Using the uniform summability of ∞ k=0 kn S,k /n (see Remark 2.2)
By the uniform summability of ∞ k=0 kn S,k /n, and the inequalityñ S,k n S,k , we also have
The initial numberñ R,k = n R,k + (n S,k −ñ S,k ) of degree k vertices that are either recovered or have been vaccinated satisfies
and so, again using the uniform summability of
The numberñ I,k of infective vertices of degree k after the vaccinations is unchanged, i.e. n I,k = n I,k . It follows that
Similarly,ñ k = n k , and soμ = µ. Furthermore,
These limits may be assumed almost sure by the Skorokhod coupling lemma. Hence, we can apply Theorem 2.8 to the post-vaccination epidemic with the modified valuesα S ,α I ,α R , λ,μ I ,μ R and (p k ) ∞ 0 , with the understanding that R t and X R,t now include vaccinated vertices and half-edges (though these could easily be subtracted off). The limiting deterministic evolution and final size follow immediately. Rather than restating the results in full, we simply give criteria for the vaccination programme to be successful. Corollary 2.9. Let us consider the SIR epidemic on the uniform simple graph G. Suppose that (D1)-(D6) and (G1) hold. Suppose further that each initially susceptible vertex of degree k is vaccinated with probability π k ∈ [0, 1) independently of the others, and µ I = 0. Let
(2.31)
, then the total number of susceptible vertices that get infected is o p (n). If R 0 > 1, then there exists δ > 0 such that at least δn susceptibles get infected with probability bounded away zero.
The time-changed epidemic
In this and the next two sections, we consider the SIR epidemic on the random multigraph G * ; in Section 6 we transfer the results to the simple random graph G. A key step in the proof is to alter the speed of the process by multiplying each transition rate by a constant depending on the current state. The constant is chosen so that each free susceptible half-edge gets infected at unit rate. Specifically, if there are x I 1 free infective half-edges, and a total of x free half-edges of any type, we multiply all transition rates out of such a state by (x−1)/βx I > 0. Thus each infective vertex recovers at rate ρ(x−1)/βx I , and each free infective half-edge pairs off at rate (x − 1)/x I . This change of rates accelerates the epidemic in its 'slow' phases, when the number of free infective half-edges is o(n) (beginning and end of the epidemic). Later, we will invert the time change to obtain the original process.
We use Greek letters (τ and σ) for the time variable of the altered process as a reminder of the rate modification. The notation for the numbers of half-edges and vertices of each type in the modified process follows that for the original process, except that we superscript each variable with a prime. For example, X ′ I,τ denotes the number of infective half-edges at time τ 0 in the modified process.
Let
be the time at which the modified process stops, when there are no free infective half-edges.
and, consequently,
denote the number of susceptible vertices with k 0 half-edges at time τ 0 (we omit the qualifier τ τ * throughout the proof; any occurrence of 'τ ' is understood to mean 'τ ∧ τ * '). Thus S
The only jumps in S ′ τ (k) are decrements by 1, and these occur when an infective half-edge pairs off and chooses one of the half-edges belonging to a susceptible of degree k. Hence, with the modified transition rates,
where (M S,τ ) τ 0 is a martingale starting from
The differential notation in (3.7) means that
Consequently, using Gronwall's inequality (for positive bounded functions) [ 
and it follows that
The first term on the right goes to zero as n → ∞ by (D1) and (D2). Let us show that sup τ τ 1 |M S,τ |/n 
It follows that sup τ τ 1 |M S,τ | = o p (n), and so by (3.10) we have
Let ε > 0. By assumptions (D1)-(D3), there exists K > 0 such that 13) and the same bound applies to sup τ τ 1 |S
The finite sum in the last line of (3.13) tends to zero in probability, by (3.12) . This completes our proof of (3.2) and (3.3).
We prove (3.4) and (3.5) similarly. The total number of free half-edges decrements by 2 whenever an infective half-edge pairs off. Then 14) where (M X,τ ) τ 0 is a càdlàg martingale satisfying M X,0 = 0. Writing the equation in integrated form and proceeding as in (3.9),
Gronwall's inequality yields
and so,
kn k /n → µ, and so the first term above converges to 0. To estimate the martingale term, note that the jumps in M X,τ are the same as the jumps in X 
Applying Doob's inequality, as in (3.11), shows that sup τ τ 1 |M X,τ | = o p (n), and (3.4) follows. Now, the number of free recovered half-edges X ′ R,τ decreases by 1 when an infective halfedge is paired with a recovered half-edge, and increases by k 0 when an infective vertex with k free half-edges recovers. With the modified rates, we have
where (M R,τ ) τ 0 is a càdlàg martingale starting from zero. Differentiating the expression for h R in (2.14) shows that
Since h R (1) = µ R , integrating, subtracting the integrated form of (3.15) divided by n, and taking the absolute value yields 16) where the absolute error term E τ is given by
Let us show that sup τ τ 1 |E τ | p −→ 0; then (3.5) follows from (3.16) by applying Gronwall's inequality.
First of all,
The integrand in the second term tends to zero uniformly by the convergence (3.4) of X ′ σ already proven. Finally, the jumps in M R,τ are due to either an infective vertex recovering (which happens at most once for each vertex, and only for vertices that were initially infective or initially susceptible) or an infective half-edge pairing to a recovered half-edge (which happens at most once for each half-edge). It follows that
by (D5) and (2.9), and so sup τ τ 1 |M R,τ | = o p (n). Finally, the convergence (3.6) of
R,τ /n follows by applying the triangle inequality.
Remark 3.2. Any given susceptible half-edge gets infected at unit rate in the modified process, and so each initial degree k susceptible gets infected after an Exp(k) time, independently of all the other susceptibles. This observation can be used to give an alternative proof of (3.12) using the Glivenko-Cantelli lemma for convergence of empirical distributions, as in [25] . Using the Glivenko-Cantelli lemma would allow us to take τ 1 = ∞ in (3.2)-(3.4). However, this strengthening would give no extra benefit, since τ * is bounded w.h.p., as shown in Section 4 below.
Further, it is possible to obtain quantitative statements of convergence for sup τ τ 1 |M S,τ |/n, sup τ τ 1 |M X,τ |/n and sup τ τ 1 |M R,τ |/n using techniques such as those in [15] .
3.1. Inverting the rate change to recover the original process. To close this section, we explain how to rescale time in order to obtain the original process. To this end, we define
where we regard the bracketed term in the integrand as being equal to 1 if X ′ I,σ = 0, i.e. if σ τ * (till then, the bracketed term is at least 1, since X
2). Thus A is strictly increasing and continuous. We let τ (t) : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) be its strictly increasing continuous inverse, so A τ (t) = t for any t 0.
The processes in their original time scaling can then be realised as
by applying Lemma A.1 to the underlying Markov evolution of the epidemic and graph dynamics. Since the epidemic stops when we run out of free infective half-edges, it makes no difference to (3.18) if we replace τ (t) byτ (t) := τ (t) ∧ τ * above; this will be convenient for the proofs below.
Proofs of the theorems for multigraphs
We continue to study the SIR epidemic on the random multigraph G * . We assume (D1)-(D6), unless otherwise stated. For simplicity, we also assume (G1), and leave the minor modifications in the general case to Section 7. (Recall that we are mainly interested in the simple random graph G, where we have to assume (G1).)
We begin with the subcritical regime (part (i) of Theorem 2.8), since the proof introduces some basic ideas that will be useful later.
Subcriticality: proof of Theorem 2.8 part (i).
Suppose that the hypotheses R 0 1 and µ I = 0 are satisfied. We must show only o p (n) susceptibles ever get infected, and it is sufficient to prove this for the modified epidemic studied in Section 3. The key step is proving that the modified epidemic dies almost instantly, i.e. τ * p −→ 0. For this purpose, we first show that h I (θ) < 0 for θ ∈ (0, 1). It is enough to consider
By assumption, h(1) = h I (1) = µ I = 0, see (2.17) . Furthermore,
by (D6).
Differentiating h and substituting the identity βα S 2) . In any case, recalling that h(1) = 0, we obtain h(θ) < 0 for θ ∈ (0, 1).
We now take ε > 0 and apply Lemma 3.1 with τ 1 = ε. It follows from (3.6) that sup τ τ * ∧ε
w.h.p. On the event that inequality (4.4) holds, we have τ * < ε; otherwise the left hand side of (4.4) is at least |h I (e −ε )|, since X ′ I,ε 0 and h I (e −ε ) < 0. Hence w.h.p. τ * < ε.
It follows that τ * p −→ 0, and, by (3.2), the number n S − S ′ τ * of susceptibles that ever get infected satisfies For example, if all vertices have degree 2 and there is initially a single infective vertex, then there will be two free infective half-edges until one pairs off with the other, and it is easy to see that τ * has an Exp(1) distribution. Furthermore, v S (θ) = θ 2 and it follows from (3.3) that
, 1) (a beta distribution with density
, so in this case there is a non-degenerate limiting distribution of the size of the epidemic.
Recall that this example was considered at the end of Section 2.1. It is easily seen that for the two modifications considered there, with some vertices of degree 1 or 4, we have τ * p −→ 0 and τ * p −→ ∞, respectively, and thus S 
4.2.
Many initially infective half-edges: proof of Theorem 2.6. We now consider the case where there is initially a large number of infective half-edges, i.e. µ I > 0.
(a) It suffices to prove that h defined in (4.1) has a unique root θ ∞ ∈ (0, 1), since h(1) = µ I > 0 and h(0) = −α S p 1 − µ R − ρµ/β < 0 by (4.2) and (D6). Calculating h
shows that h is concave on (0, 1). This, together with the inequality h(1) > 0, implies uniqueness of θ ∞ . . Consequently, both existence and uniqueness of the solution θ t , t 0, to (2.19) follow from standard theory. Note that the constant function θ ∞ is another solution to the differential equation, so θ t > θ ∞ for all t by uniqueness of solutions. Thus θ t is strictly decreasing and bounded below, so the limit lim t→∞ θ t exists, and must be a zero of p I , i.e., by part (a), the limit equals θ ∞ .
In the proof below we will use an explicit form of the solution. Letτ ∞ := − ln θ ∞ , and let us defineÂ : [0,τ ∞ ) → [0, ∞) bŷ
The integrand is strictly positive on [0,τ ∞ ) and soÂ is strictly increasing. 
We claim that, on that event,τ ∞ − ε < τ * <τ ∞ + ε. Indeed, if τ * τ ∞ − ε, then the left hand side of (4.8) it is at least |X Our next task is to return to the original process, and, to this end, we need to study the process (A τ ) τ 0 defined in (3.17) and its inverse τ (t). The integrand in (3.17) converges to 1/βp I (e −σ ) uniformly in probability on [0,τ ∞ − ε] by (3.4), (3.6) , and the fact that h I (e −σ ) δ > 0 for 0 σ τ ∞ − ε. Therefore,
uniformly over 0 τ τ ∞ − ε, whereÂ τ is as in (4.6). Let t 1 :=Âτ ∞ −2ε . (We assume ε <τ ∞ /2.) The uniform convergence (4.10) and strict monotonicity ofÂ imply that Aτ ∞−ε > t 1 w.h.p. On this event, τ (t) τ (t 1 ) τ ∞ − ε for t t 1 , and so (4.10) shows that
uniformly on t t 1 . Recall from the proof of (b) thatτ (t) is the inverse of the functionÂ τ ; then 0 τ ′ (t) 2β, and soτ is uniformly continuous. Hence, (4.11) implies
Recall the definitionτ (t) := τ (t) ∧ τ * . If t t 1 , then w.h.p., using (4.12) and (4.9),
from which it follows that w.h.p.
We conclude from (4.12)-(4.13) thatτ (t) p −→τ (t), and hence that exp(−τ (t)) p −→ θ t = exp(−τ (t)), uniformly over all t 0. It now follows that
converges to zero in probability, by (3.2) and the uniform continuity of v S on [0, 1]. The convergence statements in (2.22) follow similarly from Lemma 3.1 and uniform continuity of the functions h S , h I , h R . The convergence of X t /n also follows, as X t = X S,t + X I,t + X R,t . Since R t /n = 1 − S t /n − I t /n, it remains to prove convergence for the fraction I t /n of infective vertices in (2.21). We will work directly with the original process, using a compactness argument. The number of infective vertices I t increases by 1 when a free infective half-edge is paired with a free suceptible half-edge, and decreases by 1 when an infective vertex recovers. Therefore,
where (M I,t ) t 0 is a càdlàg martingale with M I,0 = 0, and quadratic variation
since each vertex can only get infected or recover at most once. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, Doob's inequality then gives sup t 0 |M I,t | = o p (n). Writing (4.14) in integral form and dividing by n, we obtain 15) and the integrand is bounded in absolute value (by 2βµ + ρ for n large). Hence, (I t − I 0 − M I,t )/n, n 0 is a uniformly Lipschitz family, and the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that it is tight in C[0, t 1 ] for any t 1 > 0, and so also in C[0, ∞). This then implies that there exists a subsequence along which the process converges in distribution in C[0, ∞) ⊂ D[0, ∞), and the same holds for (
The convergence may be assumed almost sure by the Skorokhod coupling lemma. Hence, along the subsequence, I t /n a.s. converges, uniformly on compact sets, to a continuous limitÎ t . Clearly,Î 0 = α I . Let us show thatÎ t is deterministic. Since M I,t = o p (n), (4.15) , the dominated convergence theorem, and the uniform convergence (2.22) of X t /n, X I,t /n and X S,t /n, together imply that
Consequently,Î t is continuously differentiable, and, differentiating, we obtain the differential equation (2.20) with the unique solution
Hence,Î t is deterministic. The preceding argument applies to any subsequence of (I t /n). Thus, any subsequence has a further subsubsequence along which I t /n converges in distribution, in D[0, ∞), toÎ t defined in (4.16) . This implies convergence along the original sequence, and the convergence may be assumed almost sure. The limit is continuous, so the convergence is uniform on [0, t 1 ], for any t 1 > 0.
Let t 1 > 0 and let t t 1 . The number of recovered vertices R t is increasing in t, so
. So for any t 1 > 0 and ε > 0, w.h.p. for all t t 1 , 17) and
In the case ρ > 0, we make a change of variable s = t − u in (4.16). Then h I (θ t−u ) → h I (θ ∞ ) = 0 as t → ∞, and, together with the dominated convergence theorem, this shows thatÎ t → 0 as t → ∞. Since |I t /n −Î t | max{I t /n,Î t }, it follows from (4.17) that w.h.p. 18) which is at most 2ε if t 1 is large enough. In the case ρ = 0 (no recoveries), we instead note that I t andÎ t are non-decreasing. Then, sinceÎ t 1,Î ∞ := lim t→∞Ît exists, and w.h.p.
Together with (4.17), this shows that sup t t 1 |I t /n −Î t | 2ε w.h.p. if t 1 is large enough. In summary, in both cases, for any ε > 0 we can choose t 1 such that sup t t 1 |I t /n−Î t | 2ε w.h.p. Since also I t /n p −→Î t uniformly on [0, t 1 ], for any t 1 > 0, it follows that I t /n p −→Î t uniformly over the whole of [0, ∞). This completes the proof of (2.21). (a) It is sufficient to show that h defined in (4.1) has a unique root in (0, 1). Differentiating h and then substituting βα S
Together with the fact that h(1) = h I (1) = µ I = 0, this shows that h(θ) > 0 for all θ < 1 close enough to 1. Furthermore, h(0) = −α S p 1 − µ R − ρµ/β < 0 by (D6), and so there is at least one root in (0, 1). Uniqueness follows from concavity of h, as in the proof of Theorem 2.6(a).
(b) As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.24) follow from Lipschitz continuity of p I and standard theory, but in the proof below we will use an explicit form of the solution.
Recall that there is an extra parameter s 0 ∈ (v S (θ ∞ ), v S (1)) used in the initial condition of (2.24) to calibrate the time shift. Letτ 0 := − ln v instead of (4.7), we deduce that, for any ε > 0, either 0 τ * < ε orτ ∞ − ε < τ * <τ ∞ + ε, w.h.p.; in other words, the accelerated epidemic dies out either almost instantaneously or around timeτ ∞ := − ln θ ∞ .
Recall that T 0 := inf{t 0 : S t ns 0 }, and assume that ε > 0 is small enough that
and so τ * < ε implies that T 0 = ∞ w.h.p. Let us condition on the event T 0 < ∞ for the rest of this proof. In other words, we will say that an event A holds w.h.p. to mean that P(A | T 0 < ∞) = 1 − o(1). By part (c), this holds if P(T 0 < ∞, A c ) = o(1). In particular,τ ∞ − ε < τ * <τ ∞ + ε w.h.p., for every ε > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we need to study the inverse τ (t) of the process A τ defined in (3.17) , now with the added complication of the time shift T 0 . Here, we extend the definition of τ to (−∞, 0) by letting τ (t) := 0 for t < 0; note that this agrees with our convention to take S t = S 0 for t < 0, etc., and that (3.18) holds for all t ∈ (−∞, ∞).
The calibration time T 0 = inf{t 0 :
S (s 0 ), by (3.2) and the fact that v S (e −τ ) is strictly decreasing. (We use part (c) to guarantee that the convergence in probability survives the conditioning. This is done without further comment below.) By (3.4), (3.6), and the fact that inf ε σ τ∞−ε h I (e −σ ) > 0, Hence,Î t α S − v S (θ t ), which tends to zero as t → −∞ and henceÎ t → 0 as well. It follows that the subsequential limitÎ t is unique and deterministic, given bŷ 28) which implies that I T 0 +t /n →Î t in distribution along the original sequence. The convergence can be assumed almost sure by the Skorokhod coupling lemma, and so, sinceÎ t is continuous, I T 0 +t /n →Î t uniformly on [−t 1 , t 1 ] for any t 1 > 0. For any ε > 0, w.h.p. I T 0 +t /n < α S −v S (θ −t 1 )+ε for t −t 1 , by (4.27) and monotonicity of S t ; thus w.h.p. sup t −t 1 |I T 0 +t /n −Î t | < 2ε if t 1 is large enough. Furthermore, the argument leading to (4.17) shows that w.h.p.
Hence I T 0 +t /n p −→Î t uniformly on R and the remaining parts of (2.26) follow.
(e) This is an immediate consequence of (d).
(f) If T 0 = ∞, then S t > ns 0 for every t < ∞ and thus S ∞ ns 0 . Hence, for any ε > 0, (e) shows that w.h.p.
Hence, for any s 0 > v S (θ ∞ ) and ε small enough, w.h.p., if T 0 = ∞, so S ∞ /n s 0 , then S ∞ /n > v S (1) − ε, and thus (S 0 − S ∞ )/n < 2ε for large n.
Finally, note that, if S 0 − S ∞ = o(n), then the uniform summability of ∞ k=0 kn S,k /n (see Remark 2.2) implies that the number X S,0 − X S,∞ of half-edges that become infected is o(n), and hence sup t 0 X I,t = o(n), so that only o(n) half-edges pair off and sup t 0 (X 0 −X t ) = o(n).
Proof of part (c):
there is a large epidemic with probability bounded away from zero. To study the beginning phase of the epidemic, we concentrate on the number X I,t of free infective half-edges. It is convenient to colour the half-edges of a newly infected vertex according to whether the vertex recovers before the half-edge can pair off. More specifically, as soon as a new vertex is infected, we give it a random recovery time with distribution Exp(ρ) and each of its remaining half-edges an infection time with distribution Exp(β); these times are independent of each other and everything else. We then colour each of these half-edges red if its infection time is smaller than the recovery time of the vertex, and black otherwise. The black half-edges thus will recover without pairing off, so we can ignore them, while the red half-edges will pair off at some time. Let Z t be the number of free red half-edges at time t (for this proof, we need only consider the process in its original time scale).
We fix a small ε > 0 and stop if and when either X I,t becomes at least εn or at least εn infective half-edges have paired off. Of course, we also stop if X I,t becomes 0. Before stopping, the number X t of free half-edges thus satisfies
Furthermore, before stopping, there are at least n S,k − εn remaining susceptible vertices of degree k, for each k. Hence, when an infective half-edge pairs off, it will infect a vertex of degree k with probability at least k(n S,k − εn)
if n is large enough. (Uniformly in k because we only have to consider the finite set of k for which the final expresssion is nonnegative.) If a vertex of degree k is infected, this produces k − 1 new free infective half-edges. Of these, some random number Y k−1 will be red; the distribution of Y k−1 can easily be given explicitly, see Lemma 5.1 below, but here we only need the simple fact that its mean is
Since the infecting half-edge is removed from among the free infective half-edges, the net change in Z t is Y k−1 − 1. When a half-edge is paired off, there is also a possibility that it gets joined to another infective half-edge, in which case that half-edge is removed from the free infective half-edges and Z t is reduced by 1 or 2 (depending on whether the second half-edge was black or red); this happens with probability at most
if n is large and ε small. Finally, it may happen that the infective half-edge connects to a recovered half-edge. In this case Z t is reduced by 1.
Consequently, if t i is the i:th time an infective half-edge is paired off, then
where U i is independent of the previous history and has distribution
with probability 2ε/µ 0 otherwise.
(4.34)
We may assume that ε µ/2, and then U i is well-defined, because either (α S p k − 2ε) + = 0 for every k 1, or there exists a k with α S p k > 2ε, and then
The random variable U i has expectation
which, as ε ց 0, converges by monotone convergence to
Thus we may assume that ε is chosen so small that E U i > 1, and thus E[
By (4.33), the sequence Z t i − Z 0 (i 1), until we stop, dominates a random walk starting at 0, with i.i.d. increments
It is well-known that such a random walk is transient and diverges to +∞, so its minimum M − is a.s. finite. If the process stops at time t i by running out of infective half-edges, we must have Z t i = 0, and
(the n dependency is added to Z here as a reminder that M does not depend on n).
Suppose that the initial number of infective half-edges X I,0 = ∞ k=0 kn I,k → ∞ (however slowly). Then also the initial number of red infective half-edges Z (n) 0 → ∞ in probability; to see this, observe that either there are at least X I,0 infective vertices with at least one half-edge (and the half-edges for different vertices are coloured independently), or there is at least one infective vertex with at least X I,0 half-edges (each of which was coloured independently, given the recovery time). Hence P(M − −Z (n) 0 ) → 0, and w.h.p. we do not stop by running out of red half-edges.
Since the process must stop at some point, w.h.p. either the process stops by producing at least εn infective half-edges or because at least εn half-edges have paired off. In either case, at least one of X I,t /n and X t /n differs by at least ε from its initial value, so we cannot have convergence to the trivial constant solution. Thus w.h.p. T 0 < ∞, see (f). We deduce that X I,0 → ∞ implies T 0 < ∞ w.h.p.
Finally, provided there is initially at least one infective half-edge, we have P(Z
1 occurs independently of the steps in the random walk above and it is straightforward to show P(M − = 0) > 0. Hence, the probability of stopping by running out of red half-edges is at most
It follows that, with probability bounded away from zero, we stop by producing at least εn infective half-edges or because at least εn half-edges have been paired off. As noted above, this implies that X I,t /n and X t /n cannot converge to constants, and thus w.h.p. T 0 < ∞.
5. The probability of a large outbreak and the size of a small outbreak
In this section, we obtain an expression for the probability P(T 0 < ∞) in Theorem 2.8(ii)(c) using a branching process approximation of the initial steps. We thus assume (D1)-(D6), α I = µ I = 0 and R 0 > 1. We begin by finding the distribution of the variables Y k−1 defined in Section 4.3.1. We denote falling factorials by (n) j := n · · · (n − j + 1).
Lemma 5.1. Consider an infective vertex with ℓ 0 free half-edges and let Y ℓ be the number of them that will pair off before the vertex recovers. If ρ > 0, then 1) and the probability generating function g ℓ (x) := E x Y ℓ is the normalized hypergeometric function
Proof. The case ρ = 0 is trivial, so assume ρ > 0. By conditioning on the time of recovery, and changing variables x = e −βt to obtain a beta integral,
which can be written as in (5.1), and (5.2) follows from the definition of hypergeometric functions.
Remark 5.2. The standard hypergeometric distribution obtained by drawing n balls from an urn with N balls of which m are white has probability generating function 2 F 1 (−n, −m; N − n − m + 1; x). Hence the distribution of Y ℓ can formally be regarded as a 'negative hypergeometric distribution', with parameters (n, m, N) = (ℓ, −1, −1 − ρ/β).
Next, we define ξ to be the random variable obtained by mixing Y k−1 with probabilities α S kp k /µ; to be precise, 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.8(ii) hold. Let q ∈ (0, 1) be the extinction probability for a Galton-Watson process with offspring distribution ξ, starting with a single individual. Then
Hence the probability of a large outbreak is 1 −
Note that g k (q) is the extinction probability if we start the Galton-Watson process with Y k individuals instead of one. Hence the product in (5.5) is the extinction probability if we start with a number of individuals distributed as Y k for each initially infected vertex of degree k, with these numbers independent. (This is just the number of initially red infective half-edges in Section 4.3.1.)
Before proving Theorem 5.3, we state another theorem, saying that a small outbreak infects only O p (1) vertices. This is valid in the supercritical case without further assumption, and also in the subcritical case (when the outbreak is small w.h.p.) provided the initial number of infected half-edges X I,0 = A.s.,Ẑ i → ∞ unless the random walk hits 0 and thus is absorbed there. Thus, P(0 <Ẑ i < N) → 0 as i → ∞, and it follows that there exists some K < ∞ such that, for any initial numberẐ 0 , P(0 <Ẑ K < N) < ε and furthermore P(lim i→∞Ẑi = ∞) > P(Ẑ K N) − ε. (It suffices to consider a finite number ofẐ 0 , since, ifẐ 0 is large, then P(inf iẐi < N) < ε.) From now on, we letẐ 0 = W 0 be the initial number of red infective half-edges.
Let us now return to the epidemic, and consider only the K first half-edges that pair off. Let us colour the half-edges as in Section 4.3.1. Since we consider only a fixed number of steps, each half-edge that pairs off infects a susceptible vertex of degree k with probability, cf. (4.30),
Hence we can w.h.p. couple the first K steps of the epidemic and the random walkẐ i such that Z t i =Ẑ i , for i K, where, as above Z t i is the number of red infective half-edges when i half-edges have paired off.
If we have at least N red infective half-edges after K steps, let us restart the epidemic there, and regard the situation after K steps as a new initial configuration, omitting the 2K half-edges that have been paired. Since only o(n) half-edges have changed status, the assumptions (D1)-(D6) still hold; however, we now start with at least N infective half-edges. Thus, by our choice of N, P(T 0 < ∞) > 1 − ε.
Combining these facts, we see that, with probability 1 − O(ε) + o(1), either:
(i) the Galton-Watson process (W i ) dies out,Ẑ K = 0, the epidemic infects at most K vertices, and T 0 = ∞; or (ii) the Galton-Watson process (W i ) survives,Ẑ K N, there are at least N free infective half-edges after K steps, and T 0 < ∞. Since ε is arbitrary, (5.5) follows, using the comment above that the extinction probability of (W i ) is the product in (5.5), and so does (5.6).
This proves the theorems in the supercritical case. In the subcritical case R 0 1, we only have to prove Theorem 5.4(i). This follows by comparison with a random walk as in the supercritical case; the details are simpler and are omitted.
Remark 5.6. By standard branching process theory, the extinction probability q is the unique root in (0, 1) of
where g k−1 is given by (5.2). Hence q and the (asymptotic) probability 1 − ∞ k=1 g k (q) n I,k of a large outbreak can be computed.
Remark 5.7. We have in Theorem 5.3 used a single-type Galton-Watson process, for simplicity. It is perhaps more natural to use a multi-type Galton-Watson process, with types 0, 1, 2, . . . , where an individual of type k has a number of children distributed as Y k and each child is randomly assigned type ℓ with probability α S (ℓ + 1)p ℓ+1 /µ + δ ℓ,0 µ R /µ, ℓ 0; we start with n I,k individuals of type k for each k 0. The total number of individuals in each generation, ignoring their types, will form the single-type Galton-Watson process above, with offspring distribution ξ (starting as explained above). Hence the two different branching processes have the same extinction probability, which is the product in (5.5).
Transfer to the simple random graph
In this section we consider the simple random graph G. We assume (G1), in addition to (D1)-(D6).
All results in Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 about convergence in probability, or results holding w.h.p., immediately transfer from the random multigraph G * to the simple graph G by conditioning on G * being simple, since lim inf n→∞ P(G * is simple) > 0 by assumption (G1) and [21] .
It remains to show Theorem 2.8(ii)(c), and the more precise Theorem 5.3, for G. Again, the case X I,0 → ∞, when P(T 0 < ∞) → 1, is clear. By considering subsequences, it thus suffices to consider the case X I,0 = O(1), i.e. a bounded number of initially infected halfedges. Our assumptions allow a number n I,0 of isolated infected vertices, but they do not affect the edges in the graph or the infections at all, so we may simply delete them and assume n I,0 = 0. (Since we assume n I /n → α I = 0, the number of isolated infected vertices o(n) and their deletion will not affect the assumtions.) We may thus assume that there is a bounded number of initially infected vertices, with uniformly bounded degrees. By again considering subsequences, we may assume that the numbers n I,k of initially infected vertices are constant (i.e., do not depend on n), with only a finite number different from 0. This assumption implies that the number κ := ∞ k=1 g k (q) n I,k in Theorem 5.3 is constant, and the conclusion (5.5) may be written P(T 0 = ∞) → κ. (6.1) We have shown this for the random multigraph G * , and we want to show that it holds also if we condition on G * being simple, i.e., that the events {T 0 = ∞} and {G * is simple} are asymptotically independent.
We thus continue to work with G * and the configuration model. Let W be the number of loops and pairs of parallel edges in G * ; thus G * is simple if and only if W = 0. We write W = α∈A I α , where the index set A = A ′ ∪ A ′′ with A ′ the set of all pairs of two half-edges at the same vertex and A ′′ the set of all pairs of two pairs {a i , a j } and {b i , b j } with a i and b i distinct half-edges at some vertex i and a j and b j distinct half-edges at some other vertex j; I α is the indicator that these half-edges form a loop or a pair of parallel edges, respectively.
We let L be the event that at most log n vertices will be infected. By the definition of T 0 , L implies T 0 = ∞ (for large n), and by Theorem 5.4(ii), P(T 0 = ∞ and not L) = o(1). Hence L and {T 0 = ∞} coincide w.h.p., and it suffices to show that
We do this by inverting the conditioning and using the method of moments, in the same way as in the proof of a similar result in [24] . (See in particular the general formulation in [24, Proposition 7.1]. However, we prefer to give a self-contained proof here.) First, since we already know P(L) → κ > 0 and lim inf P(W = 0) > 0, (6.2) is equivalent to P(L and W = 0) = P(L) P(W = 0) + o(1) (6.3) and thus to
By again considering a subsequence, we may assume that W d −→ W for some random variable W , with convergence of all moments, where furthermore the distribution of W is determined by its moments (at least among non-negative distributions), see [21] if the maximum degree max d i = o(n 1/2 ) and [22] in general. ( W has a Poisson distribution if max d i = o(n 1/2 ), but not in general, see [22] .) We write A = A 1 ∪ A 2 , where A 2 is the set of all α ∈ A that include a half-edge at an initially infected vertex, and A 1 are the others. Correspondingly, we have W = W 1 + W 2 , where
Since the number of initially infected half-edges is O(1), we have, using (2.10) and denoting the total number of half-edges by N := k kn k ∼ µn, Consider some α 1 , . . . , α m ∈ A 1 . If we condition on I α 1 · · · I αm = 1, we have fixed the pairing of O(1) half-edges, but the remaining half-edges are paired uniformly, so if we remove the edges given by α 1 , . . . , α m , we have another instance of the configuration model, saȳ G * . Obviously, our assumptions (D1)-(D6) and (G1) hold forḠ * too. Furthermore, the probability that the infection will spread to any vertex involved in α 1 , . . . , α m before log n vertices have been infected is O log n max i d i /n = o(1), since max i d i = O(n 1/2 ) by (G1). Hence, w.h.p., the extra edges given by α 1 , . . . , α m will not affect whether L occurs or not. 
No second moment assumption
The main reason for making the assumption (G1) on a bounded second moment of the degree distribution is that it allows us to study the epidemic on the configuration model multigraph instead of the uniform simple graph, see Section 6. However, we have used (G1) also in some parts of the proofs for the multigraph case. We will now show that this is not necessary, so that, in the multigraph case, the only assumption on the degree distribution required is the uniform summability of k kn S,k /n inherent in assumptions (D1)-(D3), see Remark 2.2. The uniform summability assumption seems indispensible.
In the proof of Theorem 2.6(b), using an identical argument but without assuming (G1), h I and p I are Lipschitz continuous on [θ ∞ , θ 1 ] for any θ 1 < 1, so that p I is locally Lipschitz continuous on [θ ∞ , 1). Hence, if we choose b ∈ (θ ∞ , 1), then there is a unique solutionθ t , t 0, to the differential equation with initial conditionθ 0 = b, and we may extendθ t to a solutionθ t : (a, ∞) → (θ ∞ , 1) for some a < 0, where, by choosing |a| maximal,θ t → 1 as t ց a. Note that a > −∞, since p I (1) > 0 and p I is continuous. The translate θ t :=θ t+a then is a solution to (2.19) . Uniqueness is proved similarly: if θ t andθ t are two solutions to (2.19), then we may translate them so that the translates θ t−a andθ t−ā (with a,ā < 0) have the same value b at 0, with b ∈ (θ ∞ , 1). By the uniqueness, as long as θ ∈ [θ ∞ , 1), the two translates θ t−a andθ t−ā coincide on the set where they are both less than 1, and, by continuity, they coincide completely and thus a =ā and θ t =θ t . The rest of the proof is the same.
In the proof of Theorem 2.8(ii)(b), we note first that, as in the proof of Theorem 2.6(b) just given, p I is locally Lipschitz continuous on [θ ∞ , 1), which implies uniqueness of the solution to (2.24) . Furthermore, as before, we defineÂ by (4.20) and note that IfÂ 0 = −∞, everything is as before. However, if we do not assume (G1), it is possible that the integral converges and thusÂ 0 > −∞. In this case, the inverseτ : [Â 0 , ∞) → [0,τ ∞ ) ofÂ is continuously differentiable on (Â 0 , ∞), and, if we extend it by definingτ (t) = 0 for t <Â 0 , then it is continuous on R and satisfies (4.21) for all t =Â 0 . (Recall that p I (1) = 0.) Since the right-hand side of (4.21) is continuous on R, it follows thatτ (t) is continuously differentiable everywhere and that (4.21) is satisfied also atÂ 0 . Thus, again, θ t = exp(−τ (t)) satisfies (2.24), although now θ t = 1 for t Â 0 . (In this case, there is a unique solution to (2.24) for θ 0 < 1 but infinitely many solutions for θ 0 = 1.) The rest of the proof is the same.
The proof of Theorem 2.8(ii)(d) remains the same ifÂ 0 = −∞. IfÂ 0 > −∞, then the interval [−t 1 , t 1 ] should be replaced by [t 2 , t 1 ] with −Â 0 < t 2 < t 1 < ∞. The convergence (4.25) then follows as before, uniformly on each such [t 2 , t 1 ]. Furthermore, the same monotonicity argument as before, now usingτ (t 2 ) → 0 as t 2 →Â 0 , shows that (4.25) holds uniformly on R. The rest is the same as before.
We finally justify the claim that it is possible thatÂ 0 > −∞. By (7.1) and (2.18),
2) for any small positive x 0 (x 0 < 1 − θ ∞ ). Recall that h I (1) = µ I = 0. Thus, (2.13)-(2.15) imply that, as x → 0, h I (1 − x) = h S (1) − h S (1 − x) + O(x). It follows easily from (7.2) that A 0 > −∞ ⇐⇒ so the integral in (7.3) converges andÂ 0 > −∞.
The Markov property of (Y τ ) τ 0 implies the T k are independent Exp(1) random variables that are also independent of the embedded jump chain (Y J k ) k 0 = (ỸJ k ) k 0 . The latter has transition kernel (q(i, j)/q(i)) i,j∈E = (q(i, j)/q(i)) i,j∈E , whereq(i, j) = q(i, j)/f (i), i, j ∈ E. It follows thatỸ t is a Markov chain with transition ratesq(i, j).
